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Wind Farms - always controversial - often beautiful

Here, looking out from Hoylake into the Irish Sea

Recent issues we have been working on

Proposed Wind Turbines at Greenfield, Flintshire:  The Society has been advised by Flintshire

Council, of a revised Application for 2 wind turbines to be located alongside the Dee Estuary. Although

the height of the turbines has been reduced, there is still the concern that if approved, they will be a

further industrial intrusion into this special natural environment, could affect the local oystercatcher

population, and importantly, set an undesirable precedent. 

Felled trees on Noctorum Ridge, Noctorum:  The Committee has been pleased that Wirral Council

has successfully prosecuted the company which felled protected trees at Pipistrelle Rise.  However,

the Society has been disappointed that the fine imposed was too small, and especially that there was

no requirement imposed for replacement trees to be planted in place of those lost; thus leaving the way

open for future housing development on the site.  

Litter bins: Some years ago, the Society entered into an arrangement with Wirral BC, whereby the

Society paid the Council to purchase a number of bins and the Council then acquired, installed and

emptied the bins from then on.    Renewed contact has been made with the Council, to see whether a

similar arrangement could be undertaken, given that new designs of bins are now available which allow

for separating out recyclable waste.

Green Belt Matters by Neil Parry

The headline news has to be the latest directives from Eric Pickles in support of the Green Belt, requiring that

brown field land is developed first and that the “housing need” figures, so loved by developers, may not be

quite the “need” claimed!  

There must be an election coming up!  

The links are shown so everyone can review the Planning Guidance in detail.  

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/councils-must-protect-our-precious-green-belt-land

and also of interest 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-initiatives-to-help-build-more-new-homes-on-brownfield-land

Hopefully this latest Guidance will be taken up by Cheshire West and Chester Council (CW&C) when, finalising

their Local Plan, that is currently (now incorrectly?) dropping the need to prioritize brown field land development

and is setting minimum housing targets.  The former now seems contrary to Planning Guidance and the latter,

if now not contrary, is surely a hostage to fortune.  Where are the highly paid new jobs, to fund the mortgages,

or will all developments become “affordable” estates, whatever they are?

Willaston is still under threat from applications to build in the Green Belt surrounding the village.  Hopefully this

latest from Mr. Pickles will help CW&C and the Planning Inspectorate make the correct decisions.  However,

CW&C have just approved a new fire station off Powey Lane, north of the A5117, a Green Belt site!  Still waiting

to read the “Very Special Circumstances” that the Strategic Planning Committee had to find in the Application

to release Green Belt land.

Wirral Council is still developing its Local Plan, but from recent Planning Appeals we now know that they have

a recognised supply line of new housing that easily exceeds the “need” to demonstrate a 5-year housing supply.

Therefore, at least the Green Belt in this part of the Wirral should be saved from any major housing

developments.  It is just the minor ones, and infringements of Planning Decisions for which we must remain

vigilant.

We have attended the recent Planning Appeal for development in Hoylake’s Green Belt and have responded

by writing to an appeal for development by Heswall Hills station.

Any comments on the Green Belt in the Wirral please email:-

planning@wirralsociety.net
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Paths Where There Were None?
How entirely new off-road routes might be

established in Wirral

by Gareth Lovett Jones – 

writer, photographer, filmmaker

Episode 2 – use Ordnance Survey Explorer 

Map 226 and Wirral A to Z

Arrowe Park/ Thurstaston Common

The maze of paths on Thurstaston Common and in

Royden Park is a fait accompli. The same goes for

Arrowe Park, barring the issue of two important

cycling links with Landican Road and Lane. But

these networks are still a little too separated from

one another, with no clear, linear walking or cycling

link. Going northwards, Limbo Lane opens as it must

on to the far from quiet motorists’ rat run of Arrowe

Brook Lane, and here there is at present no safe,

engineered path to link up with the Mill Hill

roundabout and the region of safety beyond. The

south-side verge may be wide enough for hard-

surfacing at least as far as the last straight section

leading to the roundabout, but alongside this it would

really be best either to push the line of the hedge

back from the road or to take the path inside the field.

Both solutions have implications for the relevant

farmer.

For walkers, a more radical but physically less

noticeable alteration would take a stiled or gated

footpath off Limbo Lane at a right angle, organising

it to emerge from the fields as near as possible to

the paths of Irby Hill Wood. The effect would be, I

hope, to encourage a lot more walking that takes in

both Common and Park in a single circuit.

Parkgate/Eastham

How is it that there is as yet no convincing trans-

Wirral ‘Dee to Mersey’ route along existing field

paths and the like? I know you can bodge a route by

including part of the Wirral Way, but that could be

described as cheating. The answer is that wherever

you look there are gaps.

to the water’s edge, the same is not currently true of

the path. A further link would have to be negotiated

over the last few hundred metres, in this case over

industrial land but nowhere near buildings.

I am hopeful this could be done as a matter of course

during the development of the Mersey Countryside

Park south from the Port Sunlight River Park. The last

section of the route here, turning southwards towards

Eastham Country Park, is at present one of Wirral’s

all but forgotten special places, where crinkly little

oaks stand along a sometimes quite narrow strip of

restorable common land. An unofficial path takes the

walker along low cliffs and past a small cove where

the sand is as red as Thor’s Stone.

Along the route I propose it is already possible to get

from the landward side of Parkgate, past the school

and along field paths, plus Brook Lane as far as

Leighton Hall Farm. The dangerous road bends near

this are now delightfully bypassed along what looks

like an informal little path through adjacent

woodland, A probably inevitable length of pavement

walking along the B5135 connects with a field path

up to Chester High Road, beyond which another

such path, running partly through woodland, takes

the walker past Leverhulme’s man-made ( and

invisible) lakes, as far as Manor Road, emerging a

few hundred metres north of Thornton Manor. 

Here is the first gap, where a permissive path along

a hedge for the width of a single field will make the

direct connection with the bridleway beyond. This

leads unproblematically onwards to Rocklands Lane,

and so to the field path dropping to the Clatterbridge

Hospital perimeter and the B5151.

But where from here? The answer – and if you

have the map out you will be ahead of me on this –

would be to run an entirely new path along the line

of the Clatter Brook. Thus it would be linked with the

steep little holloway to the southwest of Poulton Hall.

(I will have to assume that the stream underpass will

be suitable for adaptation). This lane is already in

need of change from the walker’s point of view, since

it is a rat run bottleneck where at the worst times

vehicles can be found reversing towards real or

imagined passing places. This needs a permissive

path. Again, it is a short length, along the top of the

bank on the road’s northern side, at least as far as

the first strip of woodland where the lane gets wider.

Northwest of Poulton Hall a well used mid-field path

leads directly to Dibbinsdale, where the valley can

be followed along the line of the stream as far as St.

Patrick’s Well and the busy Spital-to-Bromborough

main road. Another new link will be needed here in

the shape of a set of steps up the steep

embankment of the old Port Sunlight railway, linking

with the existing multi-use path along the top. The

further catch here is that though this railway’s very

existence depended on it being able to transfer goods

Eyesores: Contact has been made with each of our Councils recently to ask for action to be taken on

a number of such issues, including - .  

-  Advertising boards - Wirral Council acted quickly in response to the display of a significant number

of these boards on the highway, following the opening of a new supermarket in Greasby. 

- Neglected local environment - We have also asked Cheshire West Council if it would take action to

clean the road surface, gutters and signage on the A550 at its junction with the turn-off to Shotwick

Village, which appears to have been neglected for many years.

+   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +  

Gareth by the cove with sand as red as Thor’s Stone – Bromborough shore

Chairman’s Report

The Society has taken an especial interest in discussions over proposed funding cuts to both Cheshire and

Merseyside Fire Services, which have implications for the Peninsula. 

Matters of this kind are normally outside the scope of this Society.  However, as this involves the closure of

some existing fire-stations and the location of a reduced number of replacement stations on land in either the

Green Belt or in Urban Greenspace, we felt there was justification for us to examine the issue in some detail.  

Sadly in Cheshire, despite the best efforts of many people, permission has now had to be granted for a new

station to be built on Green Belt land at Mollington, on the A5117.  

More recently in North West Wirral, the proposal to close both West Kirby and Upton fire stations and the

building of a new station in the centre of Greasby including demolishing community buildings, has caused an

outcry. This proposal has now been withdrawn. As we understand that the Fire Authority has the capital

monies to build the new station, but cannot also afford to buy the necessary land, it is thus dependent on using

Council-owned land.   This then raises the prospect of the Council being asked to make Green Belt land in its

ownership available, which would, we understand, need to be in the Saughall Massie area, to satisfy

emergency response call times.  

In our letter to the Chief Fire Officer, we questioned why, rather than closing both stations, it was not possible

to retain Upton and also provide extra staff to crew an appliance at Heswall Fire Station.   In his reply, the CFO

said that his basic problem was his reduced staffing budget which would only enable him to staff one station in

North-West Wirral.

We are maintaining a dialogue with the Fire Service over this matter, in the hope that a solution can be found

which does not require the use of Green Belt land.


